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1.

INTRODUCTION

This Report is in accordance with the Terms & Conditions of Engagement sent to you
on 9TH August 2017 which were subsequently signed and returned.
You will appreciate that due to the nature of this as a pre-purchase investigation, we
have had to restrict our examination to those parts of the building that were
accessible, exposed or uncovered at the time of our inspection. Our external
inspection was from ground level and internally we have not opened up any
concealed surfaces by removing plaster, moving furniture or raising fitted carpets or
floor coverings; but we have done our best to draw conclusions about the
construction and condition of the property from the evidence visible at the time of our
inspection.
This Report should be construed as a comment upon the overall condition of the
property and is not an inventory of every single defect.
This Report is based on the condition of the property at the time of our inspection and
no liability can be accepted for any deterioration in its condition after this date.
Our valuation has been carried out in accordance with the latest edition of the Royal
Institution of Chartered Surveyors Valuation – Professional Standards Manual [‘The
Red Book’] first published in 1976 and subsequently amended, the latest edition
incorporating the International Valuation Standards [IVS] effective from the 1st
January 2014 (revised April 2015). It has been undertaken by independent Valuers,
as defined by the Valuation Practice Statements and IVS 103, and the property was
inspected on 18th August 2017 by Jane James, BSc (Hons) MRICS, who is
accredited by the RICS Valuers Registration Scheme. The date of valuation is the
date of inspection.
We confirm that our insurance policy enables us to undertake residential valuations
and our current sum insured is £15,000,000 (Fifteen Million Pounds), in respect of
each and every claim. This is arranged by Howden Group UK Limited, 16 Eastcheap,
London, EC3M 1BD.
We confirm the valuer is experienced in valuing properties of this type and is qualified
to carry out the instructions. We confirm that our reports are subject to RICS and
external audit.

2.

CIRCUMSTANCES OF INSPECTION

Please note that throughout this report the building and rooms will be described when
standing in the frontage road or footpath, facing the property.
The property was inspected on Friday 18th August 2017.
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It was dry but overcast with short periods of both sunshine and rain during our
inspection; this followed a period of mixed weather conditions including some heavy
rainfall.
The property was unoccupied but furnished, and fixed floor coverings were present
throughout. Although the property is unoccupied, we understand it is used on an
informal basis for meetings by the charity that currently owns it. At the time of our
inspection a number of the rooms were being used as offices or meeting rooms
which restricted our inspection of those rooms. In addition, the cupboard beneath the
steps up to the main entrance was locked and keys were not made available, we
were unable therefore to inspect this area.
Due to the configuration of the roof and boundary positions, inspection of the main
roof from ground level was not possible.

3.

TENURE

We understand the property is to be sold freehold with the benefit of full vacant
possession and will be free of tenancies on completion. This should be verified by the
usual legal enquiries.
We assume that there will be joint liabilities for the maintenance of the party wall,
party chimney stacks and joint soil and surface water drainage systems.
All issues regarding freehold title will be dealt with by your legal advisers as part of
their service to you.

4.

SITUATION AND DESCRIPTION

The property comprises a four storey end terraced house believed to have been built
in around 1850. It is situated on a fairly level plot with good sized gardens to the
front and rear.
It is clear that a number of alterations have been carried out over the years; we
understand the property was refurbished approximately six years ago. Although we
understand the property was not extended at that time, it is clear that the three storey
rear addition is not original and we suspect that it may have been rebuilt as part of
the refurbishment. You should ask your Legal Adviser to make enquiries to confirm
the extent of the works and obtain confirmation that all necessary Consents have
been obtained.
The property does not have a garage or space for off street parking. On street
parking in Windsor Walk is currently restricted to residents only at certain times of the
day. If this is of interest to you, you should make enquiries of the Local Authority.
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Front elevation

Rear elevation
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The property is situated in a quiet residential street in the centre of Camberwell, close
to Denmark Hill Railway Station which provides a fast and regular service into Central
London. Some of the rooms to the front of the house have views over the railway
line, and some rail noise can be heard. This may be a nuisance from time to time but
in this property is unlikely to have a significant effect on saleability.
Kings College Hospital is also within close proximity and there are a number of wellregarded schools in the vicinity.
The property is immediately adjacent to a large NHS building, which currently
appears vacant and boarded up. We understand there are plans to redevelop this
site and whilst in the long term we consider this to be positive, in the short term there
will be disruption and noise while the works are underway.
Windsor Walk is a made up and adopted road and assumed to be maintained at the
expense of the Local Authority. It is situated in the Camberwell Grove Conservation
Area within the London Borough of Southwark.

Street scene
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Street scene

5.

ACCOMMODATION

The gross internal floor area is approximately 270 sq. m / 2,905 sq. ft. and the
accommodation comprises the following:
Lower Ground Floor:
•
•
•
•

Lower hall
Kitchen/dining room
Utility room
Cloakroom with WC

Upper Ground Floor:
•
•
•
•
•

Main entrance hall
Front reception room
Rear reception room
Cloakroom with WC
Airing cupboard
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First Floor:
•
•
•
•

Landing
Bedroom one with en-suite shower room with WC
Bedroom two
Bathroom with WC

Second Floor:
•
•
•
•

Landing
Bedroom three
Bedroom four
Bathroom with WC

Outside:
•
•

Front and rear gardens
Storage area beneath the steps up to the main entrance

Front reception room
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Rear reception room

Typical bedroom
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Typical bedrooms
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6.

CONSTRUCTION AND CONDITION

EXTERNAL
6.1

Chimney Stacks and Associated Flashings

Our inspection of the chimney stacks was from ground level. You will appreciate
therefore that due to the height and configuration of the roof and boundary positions,
our inspection was severely restricted.
The property has two chimney stacks; both are situated on the left hand flank wall.
They are constructed in brickwork and have a rendered finish. From ground level,
both stacks appear to be in a satisfactory structural condition.
The stack to the rear is showing signs of weathering particularly at high level and
localised areas of repointing are recommended soon to prevent further deterioration.
The pots to this stack appear well bedded and straight, but they are open and will
therefore be more vulnerable to rainwater penetration and blockage by birds. We
recommend vented caps are provided to prevent this problem. The base of the stack
to the rear cannot be seen from ground level. It is not possible therefore to confirm
that the joint between this stack and the adjacent roof covering is properly
weatherproofed.
Typical weathering has also occurred to the front chimney stack, again particularly at
high level, and localised repointing is recommended soon to prevent further
deterioration. Again the chimney pots to this stack are straight and appear well
bedded but they are open. We recommend vented caps are fitted to the pots. The
joint between the stack and the roof covering cannot be seen and it is not possible
therefore to confirm that adequate weathering has been provided around the base of
the stack. Lead flashings should be provided to reduce the risk of rainwater
penetration.

6.2

Roof Coverings

Main Roof
The main roof is a timber built inverted pitched ‘London’ style roof, covered in slates.
The covering cannot be seen from ground level but we were able to inspect the roof
covering from an access hatch in the right hand roof slope, although you must
appreciate our inspection was very restricted.
The roof structure appears generally satisfactory with no surface indications to
suggest significant sagging or distortion.
The slates appear in generally good condition, we understand that the roof was
recovered as part of the refurbishment programme carried out six years ago. You
should ask your Legal Adviser to obtain details, together with any guarantees that
may be available for the works.
HG023289/JJ/ch
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This type of roof has a central valley gutter which collects rainwater from the roof
slopes and discharges it into a rainwater downpipe to the rear. It is therefore
essential that the central valley gutter is kept in good condition and free from moss
growth or foliage which could prevent the rainwater from flowing freely away and
increase the risk of rainwater penetration. The central valley gutter appears to have
been lined in asphalt with a solar reflective coating. Moss growth was noted towards
the front, and as indicated previously, this will prevent a free flow of rainwater to the
rainwater outlet. The moss should be removed as soon as possible.
The rainwater outlet to the rear of the valley gutter has been weatherproofed with
lead flashings which generally appear in satisfactory condition. Lead flashings have
also been provided along the joints between the roof slopes and the adjacent parapet
walls. Where visible the lead appears in serviceable condition.
Solar panels have been attached to the right hand roof slope, which is southwest
facing. You should obtain confirmation about ownership of these solar panels and
whether they are included in the sale.
The vent section of the soil vent pipe serving the bathrooms towards the front of the
property can be seen protruding through the right hand roof slope towards the front.
Whenever a pipe cuts through a roof surface there is an increased risk of rainwater
penetration around the opening. We confirm we saw no indications of any rainwater
penetration at the time of our inspection.

Central valley gutter towards the rear
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Roof slope towards the front and central valley gutter

Flat Roof over Three Storey Back Addition
The flat roof over the three storey back addition was viewed from the window on the
top floor half landing. It is covered in felt, which although is in a generally satisfactory
condition is showing signs of weathering. The surface is uneven in places with
localised blistering and patches of moss growth. The roof has been laid with falls to
a gutter along the left hand parapet wall, but at the time of inspection it was clear that
rainwater collects in this gutter and does not flow freely through the outlet. Moss
growth was noted around the outlet and foliage and debris noted sitting in the gutter
itself. This will increase the risk of rainwater penetration into the room below. We
confirm however that we saw no evidence in the room below this roof of any
rainwater penetration having occurred in recent times. We strongly recommend
however that the guttering is cleared out and regularly inspected to ensure that
rainwater is not allowed to collect in the future.
The roof surface has not been provided with a solar reflective coating and this will
speed up its rate of deterioration. Flat felt roofs such as this typically have a life span
of 10/15 years and although immediate recovering is not yet considered necessary,
we recommend you budget to recover this roof within the next five years. Felt has
been used to weatherproof the joint between the roof covering and the adjacent
parapet walls. This is prone to splitting which in turn can cause rainwater
penetration. When the roof is recovered, proper lead flashings should be provided.

HG023289/JJ/ch
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Flat roof over three storey rear addition
Flat Roof Over Bay Window to the Front
The flat roof over the two storey bay window to the front is covered in felt. The felt
itself appears in a generally satisfactory condition, although we noted rainwater
sitting on the surface of the roof. This suggests that the roof has not been laid with
adequate falls to an outlet to allow rainwater to flow freely from the roof surface. This
will increase the risk of rainwater penetration and we confirm that we noted staining
to the ceiling beneath this roof which suggests that this roof is currently not water
tight. We recommend that lead flashings are provided along the joint between this
roof and the front elevation to provide a more effective weatherproof joint.
In addition the roof surface has not been provided with any solar reflective coating
and this will speed up its rate of deterioration. It is unfortunate but once a flat roof
such as this one leaks, it will be more vulnerable to further rainwater penetration.
You may therefore find that this roof requires regular maintenance, particularly after
storms and strong winds. We understand that the vendors are planning to carry out
repairs to rectify the leak, but it may prove more cost effective in the long term to
consider recovering this roof in lead, which will provide a more long term
weatherproof solution.
The raised parapet walls around this flat roof have also been covered in felt, again
presumably in an attempt to provide weatherproofing in this location. Again, we
strongly recommend that when the roof is recovered, lead is used instead. Although
more expensive, it will provide a more long term solution.
HG023289/JJ/ch
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Flat roof over bay window

6.3

Rain, Soil and Waste Water Goods

As indicated previously, the main roof is an inverted pitched ‘London’ style roof with a
central valley gutter. This means that rainwater collects from the roof slopes into the
central gutter, which in turn discharges into a downpipe on the rear elevation. The
hopper head and downpipe are of plastic construction and generally appear to be in
a satisfactory condition. However, moss and debris was noted in the central valley
gutter and this will prevent the free flow of rainwater into the downpipe. We
recommend the gutter is regularly inspected and kept free of foliage and debris to
reduce this risk in the future.
Rainwater from the flat roof over the three storey back addition discharges via an
outlet in the parapet wall via a hopper head and into the same rainwater downpipe.
Again, no defects were noted but it will be important to ensure that the outlet is kept
clear of moss and foliage to reduce the risk of blockages in the future.
The downpipe discharges into the below ground drainage system beneath the timber
decking. We are unable therefore to confirm whether there is a gulley or whether it
connects straight into the below ground drainage system. There is a small pipe
which diverts rainwater into a water butt. Again, no defects were noted but it will be
important to ensure that the water butt is regularly emptied.
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There are no rainwater fittings serving the main roof to the front as all the rainwater
discharges to the rear.
Rainwater from the flat roof over the two storey bay to the front discharges via a
small outlet in the raised parapet hall via a hopper head into a plastic downpipe on
the front elevation. As indicated previously, rainwater was noted sitting on this flat
roof, which suggests that rainwater is currently not flowing into the downpipe.
Improvements are recommended. The downpipe discharges into a water butt and
gulley in the front yard. The gulley should be kept free of foliage and debris to reduce
the risk of blockages.

6.4

Sub Soil, Foundations and Trees

According to the British Geological Survey website, the sub soil in this location
contains clay.
Foundations were not exposed or examined but in view of the age of the property, we
would assume that shallow brick footings are provided to the original walls of the
house. Brick footings are inferior to ballast concrete, but were a traditional type of
foundation used in properties of this age. The depth of foundations is likely to be
shallow by present day standards, but will be average for properties of this age and
type.
From our superficial examination, we found no evidence of any significant fracturing
or distortion indicative of failure at foundation level at the present time. There is
evidence of old movement which is to be expected in a property of this age, for
example internally some of the door openings are out of square and the floors are
slightly uneven. In addition, minor cracking was noted above some windows to the
front likely due to minor movement through points of weakness in the structure.
Some minor cracking was also noted along the joint between the front bay and the
front elevation.
On the basis of our single inspection, the movement appears historic and not
progressive and no further action is considered necessary, other than the filling of the
cracks to prevent rainwater penetration. We conclude therefore that the sub soil in
the locality is stable and that the risk of future below ground movement is no greater
on this property than with any other property built at a similar time within the
immediate area.
That having been said it is never possible for any surveyor on the basis of one visit to
entirely discount the possibility of movement occurring to a building in the future, and
for this reason we recommend that you consider continuing the insurance with the
existing insurers to avoid them endeavouring to avoid any future claim on the basis of
'pre-existing damage'.
There are a number of mature trees to the rear which although they are in the
adjacent garden, are within possible influencing distance of the subject property. We
saw no evidence to suggest that the trees are causing any problems to the building
HG023289/JJ/ch
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at the present time but they will require regular maintenance to restrict their height
and future root growth.
There are no trees in the front garden. There is a small oak tree in the pavement to
the front which may be within influencing distance. It is currently fairly small but it will
require regular maintenance in the future to restrict its height and growth.

6.5

External Walls

Original Walls
The original walls are of solid load bearing brick construction. Above each window to
the front, there is either a brick arch or rendered detailing. The door and window
openings to the rear have brick on edge detailing above and concrete sub cills
beneath. The structural condition is generally satisfactory although as indicated
previously, minor cracking was noted above some windows to the front likely due to
minor movement through points of weakness in the structure. Some minor cracking
was also noted along the joint between the front bay and the front elevation. We
confirm that we saw no evidence to suggest any recent or ongoing movement and no
further action is considered necessary other than filling of the cracks to prevent
rainwater penetration.
Although the bricks are weathered in places, it is clear that repointing has been
carried out relatively recently. We suspect that this work was part of the major
refurbishment programme carried out six years ago. The work appears to have been
completed to a satisfactory standard. Some brickwork repairs have also been carried
out again presumably when the refurbishment works were underway. The work
appears to have been completed to a good standard, although it has created a rather
patchy effect to the rear.
There is a low level rendered plinth to the front, which generally appears to be in a
satisfactory condition.
Ivy growth was noted growing over part of the rear and flank elevations. Whilst some
people think this is an attractive feature, it can cause damage to the brickwork and
mortar joints if left to grow unchecked. If you plan to remove the ivy, it should be
done with care and some localised repointing may prove to be necessary.
The flank wall again is of solid brick construction with a rendered finish. This flank
wall forms the left hand boundary with the adjacent property and we had no access
into the area adjacent to this wall. Our inspection was therefore limited to those
areas visible from the pavement. The render generally appears sound although again
it is weathered in places. No repairs are currently considered necessary but they
cannot be ruled out in the future.

HG023289/JJ/ch
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Three Storey Back Addition
Although we suspect the property would likely have been built with a three storey
back addition, it is clear that it has been rebuilt as the brickwork is noticeably newer
than the original part of the house. Given the wall thickness, we believe that it is of
brick faced cavity construction, with brick on edge detailing over window and door
openings and concrete sub cills beneath. The work appears to have been completed
to a good standard and no defects were noted. We recommend your Legal Adviser
obtains confirmation that all necessary Consents have been obtained.
Parapet Walls
The parapet walls to the front and rear are of brick construction. Generally they
appear to be in a satisfactory condition. We noted that felt has been used to provide
a cover flashing along the top edge of the parapet wall to the front. From ground level
it appears to be in a satisfactory condition, however, felt has a limited life compared
to lead, and it will require periodic renewal.
The parapet walls to the back addition have been provided with concrete coping
stones along the top edge. No defects were noted.

6.6

Damp Proof Course and Sub Floor Ventilation

Damp Proof Course
The damp proof course cannot be seen to the flank wall due to external render which
continues down to the ground or to the front and rear elevations due to the low level
rendered plinth. Where render continues down to the ground there is a risk that the
damp proof course will be bridged and this could cause internal dampness.
Rendered plinths were at one time considered to be a way of providing additional
weathering. They are now thought to be of dubious advantage as they can suffer
from cracking and allow moisture to be drawn up into walls above the level of the
damp proof course, thus reducing its effectiveness.
Moisture meter readings were taken from wall surfaces throughout the lower ground
floor level and were found to be satisfactory. This suggests that the damp proof
course is currently in a serviceable condition.
External ground levels generally appear to be at a satisfactory height in relation to
the assumed damp proof course level. Care should be taken not to raise external
ground levels (by new paving or similar) as this will increase the risk of bridging the
damp proof course, which in turn could cause damp penetration.

HG023289/JJ/ch
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Sub Floor Ventilation
The lower ground floor is of solid concrete construction and sub floor ventilation is
therefore not required.

6.7

External Joinery, including Windows, Doors and Decorations

Windows
All windows comprise modern timber framed sliding sash style windows with double
glazing. We understand that these windows were fitted when the property was
refurbished six years ago. You should ask your Legal Adviser to confirm this and
obtain confirmation that they received Building Regulation Approval or have a
FENSA Certificate. FENSA is a government approved trade association whose
members can self-certify that the installation meets the standards of the Building
Regulations. Without Building Regulation Approval or a FENSA Certificate it is not
possible to confirm the quality of the fittings. We would comment however that they
generally appear to be in a good condition and to be of reasonably good quality. No
significant defects were noted but you must appreciate that they were not fully tested.
Mortar and mastic sealant has been provided around the frames. The mastic has
split in places and whilst this is not a significant defect, it could, in time, increase the
risk of rainwater penetration around the window openings. We recommend that any
defective mastic is replaced when the windows are next redecorated.
The concrete sub cills are generally in a satisfactory condition, although some of the
older cills to the original part of the building are deteriorating in places. All cills
should have a proper overhang and have a drip detail or groove incorporated to the
underside to throw rainwater clear from the wall surface. We noted that the window
cill to the ground floor rear reception does not have a proper groove along the
underside. We recommend that one is incorporated to prevent the risk of rainwater
from soaking back onto the wall surface, which in turn can cause rainwater
penetration.
Doors
Rear Door from the Utility Room
The door from the utility room at lower ground floor level comprises a timber panel
door with glazed insert panels in a timber frame. The door was obviously refitted
when the refurbishment works were carried out six years ago and generally it
appears to be in a serviceable condition. Mastic has been provided around the frame
and again where visible it appears in sound condition.

HG023289/JJ/ch
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Rear Door from Kitchen
Timber framed double glazed bi-folding doors have been fitted to the rear of the
kitchen. These doors generally appear to be in a satisfactory condition and we noted
trickle vents have been fitted at high level to provide background ventilation. British
Standard Kite Marks were noted to the glazing to confirm that it is toughened or
safety glass.
Main Entrance Door
The main entrance door comprises a modern timber panelled door in a timber framed
with a glazed fanlight above. The door appeared in serviceable condition with no
defects noted. The rendered columns to each side of the main entrance generally
appear to be in a satisfactory condition. The door is recessed slightly and is therefore
protected from the ‘elements’.
It is standard practice to recommend that you change the locks soon after
occupation. However, we strongly recommend that the locks are changed in this
property as it is currently owned by a charity and there may be a number keys held
by unrelated people.
General Joinery
There are no timbers at eaves level and no other external joinery.

INTERNAL
6.8

Roof Space and Roof Frame

There is an access hatch in the top floor landing which provides access to the right
hand roof space. There is no access hatch to the left hand area and we were unable
therefore to inspect the roof structure in this part of the roof.
A drop down ladder has not been fitted and roof space has not been boarded. Our
inspection was therefore restricted to a head and shoulders inspection from the hatch
position.
The roof structure is of traditional timber construction comprising timber rafters, which
slope down onto a central valley beam. The timbers are clearly relatively new and
they are not the original timbers. They generally appear to be in a good condition.
You should ask your legal Adviser to obtain confirmation that all necessary Consents
were obtained when the roof structure was replaced. Rather unusually there is an
underlining of plywood between the roof structure and the roof covering. Generally it
appears to be in a good condition with no defects noted.
The pipework for the solar heating panels on the roof are situated in this roof space.
The pipes connect to the ceiling vents noted in the top floor rooms which are part of
the heat exchange system. This is covered in more detail in section 7.4.
HG023289/JJ/ch
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Roof structure and pipework
There is a second hatch in the ceiling of the top floor landing; this provides access
out on to the roof.

6.9

Ceilings

The second floor ceilings are of plasterboard construction with a smooth plaster and
paint finish. Although the surfaces generally appear to be in satisfactory condition, it
is clear that there is some staining to the ceiling particularly in the rear bedroom. The
position of the staining suggests that the central valley gutter above may be leaking.
However, as only marginally high damp meter readings were obtained from the
ceiling, and as we noted no significant defects externally, it is possible that the stain
has been caused by an old defect that has since been repaired. We recommend
you ask your Legal Adviser to make enquiries of the vendor to confirm whether any
roof repairs have been carried out in the past. In any event, as indicated previously,
moss growth was noted in the valley gutter and this should be removed.
Some typical shrinkage cracking was noted to some second floor ceilings along the
board edges; this is a common occurrence with this type of ceiling and is not of
structural significance. Cosmetic repair during future redecoration is all that is
considered necessary.
The ceilings to the first floor are also of plasterboard construction, again with a
smooth plaster and paint finish. Ornate cornice detailing has been provided around
the perimeter of some rooms and ceiling roses provided. The ceilings generally
HG023289/JJ/ch
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appear to be in a satisfactory condition with no significant defects noted. Some slight
unevenness was noted along some board joints but this is not a significant defect
and is due to normal thermal shrinkage.
Again the ceilings to the upper ground floor rooms are of plasterboard construction
with a smooth plaster with paint finish, and with ornate cornice detailing to the
perimeter of both reception rooms and central ceiling roses. The ceilings are in a
generally good condition, although as indicated previously damp staining was noted
to the ceiling beneath the roof of the bay window. We understand the necessary
repairs are scheduled to be carried out to this roof and this should be verified by the
usual legal enquiries. Once repairs have been carried out, the ceiling should be
allowed to dry thoroughly and then be sealed prior to redecoration.
Damp staining was also noted to the ceiling in the cloakroom to the rear. This area
was dry when tested with a damp meter. We understand the staining is due to a leak
from the bath above. The bath has not been used recently which is why the area was
dry when tested. We understand that the vendor is planning to carry out the
necessary repair and this should be confirmed by your legal adviser. Again, this area
should be sealed prior to redecoration.
The ceilings to the lower ground floor area also of plasterboard construction, again
with a smooth plaster and paint finish. Some slight surface unevenness was again
noted but this is to be expected with this type of ceiling and no further action is
considered necessary.

6.10

Walls and Partitions

The internal partitions to the second floor appear to be of timber stud construction
with a plasterboard lining. The front and rear external walls, and the party walls have
also been lined with plasterboard. It is evident that there has been some slight
settlement over the years, this has caused the floor to become slightly uneven and
for door openings to become out of square. On the basis of our single inspection
however, the movement appears historic and not progressive.
Elsewhere, the internal walls to the lower ground, ground and first floors are likely to
be a mix of the original plastered masonry walls and timber stud walls, all of which
have been lined with plasterboard. Again, the structural condition is satisfactory,
although as indicated previously there is evidence of some old settlement. Door
openings are slightly out of square and there is a small crack above the door opening
into the front first floor bedroom. Again, we suspect this is due to minor settlement
through points of weakness in the structure and there is no indication to suggest any
ongoing movement. Any localised cracks should be refilled prior to redecoration but
you should expect them to regularly reoccur.
A number of structural alterations have been carried out that involved the removal of
all or part of a load bearing wall. This building work requires Building Regulation
Approval to ensure that adequate support is provided for the remaining structure
above. We suspect that these alterations were carried out when the property was
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refurbished six years ago. Your legal adviser should obtain confirmation that all
necessary consents were obtained.

6.11

Chimney Breasts, Flues and Fireplaces

The chimney breasts have been retained to the bedrooms on the first and second
floors, although the fireplaces have been removed and the openings sealed. Where
flues are to remain redundant, they should be sealed at stack level and also vented
within the sealed fireplace opening. If flues are not ventilated, there is an increased
risk of dampness in the redundant flue. We confirm we saw no evidence of any
dampness associated with this problem but should damp problems occur in the
future, additional ventilation will need to be provided.
The chimney breasts to the ground floor reception rooms have been retained with
ornate fireplaces fitted. Each has a marble hearth and surround, with a cast iron
grate. There is no evidence of any recent use and if you are planning to use these
fireplaces, we strongly recommend you arrange to have the flues tested prior to use.
You should be aware that in a property of this age, the flues may need to be lined.

Fireplace in the front reception room
The chimney breasts to the lower ground floor rooms have been retained, although
the fireplaces have been removed and the openings sealed. The redundant flue has
not been vented but we saw no evidence of any dampness at the time of inspection.
As indicated previously, should damp problems occur in the future, additional
ventilation will need to be provided.
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6.12

Dampness and Condensation

Moisture meter readings were taken from wall and ceiling surfaces in appropriate
locations throughout the property.
As indicated previously, damp staining and marginally high damp meter readings
were obtained from the ceilings in the bedrooms on the top floor. The style of roof is
particularly vulnerable to rainwater penetration as rainwater is collected down the
central valley gutter. It will be important therefore to ensure that the gutter is kept free
from foliage and debris and regularly inspected so any defects can be attended to
promptly.
Damp staining was also noted to the ceiling in the ground floor cloakroom but it was
dry when tested with a damp meter. We understand the staining is due to a leak
from the bath above. The bath has not been used recently which is why the area was
dry when tested. We understand that the vendor is planning to carry out the
necessary repair and this should be confirmed by your legal adviser.
Damp staining and high damp meter readings were obtained from wall surfaces and
the ceiling in the front bay to the ground floor reception room. As indicated
previously, this has been caused by rainwater penetration through the flat roof over
the bay, and repairs or recovering of the roof is recommended.
Elsewhere moisture meter readings were found to be satisfactory and we saw no
evidence to suggest any other significant problems with rainwater penetration or
rising dampness. We would comment however, that the external walls are ‘dry-lined’
with plasterboard and this may conceal defects beneath.
We saw no indications of any condensation problems. Bathrooms have been
provided with mechanical extractor fans and the kitchen with an extractor hood.
Regular use of these fittings will help to reduce the risk of condensation problems
occurring in the future.

6.13

Floors

The second floor is of suspended timber construction with fitted carpets in the two
bedrooms and landing, and ceramic tiles in the bathroom. The floor is slightly
uneven. This is to be expected given the age of the property and is likely due to old
settlement over the years; however, there is no evidence to suggest any recent
movement. There is some slight springiness to the floor, which again is to be
expected in a property of this age and it is likely due to minimum sized floor timbers
having been used. There are also one or two creaking floorboards beneath the floor
coverings in places and these will need to be re-fixed when the floor coverings are
next lifted.
The first floor is also of suspended timber construction, again with fitted carpets to
the landing and bedrooms, and ceramic tiles in the bathrooms. Again, this floor is
slightly uneven and slight springiness was noted. This is not of structural significance
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and is a common occurrence in a property of this age. One or two creaking
floorboards were again noted beneath the floor coverings in places and these will
need to be repaired when the coverings are next lifted.
The ceramic tiles in the bathrooms generally appear to be in satisfactory condition
although the grout between the tiles is loose and missing in places. This is a
common occurrence when ceramic tiles are fixed to a timber floor and is caused by
naturally occurring vibrations in the floor. This is something you will have to accept or
if it is of concern, you should consider replacing ceramic tiles with a more flexible
covering such as vinyl.
The ground floor is also of suspended timber construction with wood flooring
throughout. The floor generally appears level and fairly firm underfoot with no
significant defects noted. Some typical wear and tear has occurred to the timber
flooring but this is to be expected.
It is possible that in a property of this age there has been some wood boring beetle
infestation over the years. The presence of fixed floor coverings prevented our
inspection of the floor joists and floorboards. We cannot therefore confirm that they
are free from infestation. You should ask your Legal Adviser to make enquiries to
establish whether any previous timber treatments have been carried out together with
the availability of any guarantees for the work.
The lower ground floor is of solid concrete construction with wood flooring and
ceramic tiles, again no defects were noted.

6.14

Internal Joinery and Kitchen Fittings

Internal joinery comprises softwood skirting boards and architraves with modern
timber panel doors. The joinery is not original and was likely fitted when the property
was refurbished six years ago. The quality appears satisfactory, although as
expected typical wear and tear has occurred and some of the doors require minor
adjustment.
The staircases between the floors are of timber construction with a timber balustrade
and handrail. The staircase itself is in serviceable condition with no significant defects
noted. There is a little bit of movement in the balustrade which is common in
properties of this age. Some strengthening has been carried out which provides
some support but further additional support is recommended.
Bi-folding doors have been provided between the front and rear reception rooms, and
they appear in serviceable condition with no significant defects noted.
The kitchen has been fitted with a modern range of base and wall units with granite
style worktops and integrated appliances including an inset stainless steel sink with a
mixer tap, a gas hob and electric oven beneath. An extractor hood has been fitted
over the hob and there is space for a fridge/freezer. The units appear in serviceable
condition and should suffice subject to personal taste.
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Please note, none of the appliances were tested. You should ask your legal adviser
to confirm which appliances are included in the sale and whether there are any
guarantees available for them.

Kitchen
The utility room has also been fitted with a range of modern base and wall units,
again with marble style worktop and inset stainless steel sink. No defects were
noted.
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Utility room
6.15 Decorations
The walls and ceilings have an emulsion paint finish, with ceramic wall tiles in the
bathrooms. The standard is reasonably good, although typical wear and tear has
occurred. Some minor plaster repairs may prove to be necessary during the course
of any future redecoration programme.

6.16 Common Parts and Cellars
The property does not have a cellar and there are no common parts.

6.17 Thermal Insulation
The Energy Efficiency Rating for the property is C79 and the Environmental Impact
rating is B82. These ratings are good for a property of this age and reflect the
upgrading works carried out six years ago.
The windows comprise modern double glazed units, which will be more thermally
efficient than single glazed units or older style double glazing.
The external walls and party walls have been dry lined with plasterboard, without
intrusive investigation we cannot confirm whether the plasterboard lining incorporates
any insulation. In any event, the plasterboard lining will be more thermally efficient
than solid walls without.
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There is no insulation in the roof space (right hand side) which is surprising given the
general standard of the property. Current regulations require 250mm – 300mm of
glass fibre quilt or equivalent and improvements are therefore worth considering.

7.

SERVICES

As confirmed in our Terms & Conditions, we are not qualified to give you any detailed
reports on the services that are connected to this property and must emphasise that
no formal tests have been dealt with. We have of course carried out visual checks
and will comment as appropriate below, but if you require a detailed report or
assurances as to the quality and condition of any of the services, further separate
specialist inspection(s) will need to be commissioned. Obviously the choice of
specialist(s) will be a matter for you, but they should be properly qualified in their field
and should hold membership of an appropriate professional body. Your appointed
specialist(s) will be able to guide you on any costs that may be necessary to bring the
installation(s) into a proper state.

7.1

Electricity

Mains electricity is connected. The meter was not located; we suspect therefore that
it is situated in the cupboard beneath the main entrance steps which was locked at
the time of inspection.
The fittings appear modern throughout and we understand that the property was
completely rewired six years ago as part of the refurbishment works. Since 1st
January 2005, electrical work must be carried out by a registered competent person
and a certificate produced in accordance with Part P of the Building Regulations.
Your legal adviser should establish the existence of such a certificate.
As regulations are continually changing, it is unlikely that the electrical installation will
completely comply with current standards. It is now recommended practice that
electrical wiring, circuitry and installations are safety tested every five years and on
every change of ownership. We therefore recommend that an NICEIC qualified
electrician is employed to test the system, prior to exchange of contracts, and
upgrade as necessary to meet all current standards.
There are two external sockets to the rear, they have been provided with a proper
weatherproof cover and although they were not tested appear in serviceable
condition.

7.2

Gas

The gas supply is from the mains service. No specific tests to either the gas supply
system or any of the gas appliances were carried out and we are not competent to
judge their safety. It is obviously very important for all appliances to be in good
working order and that they comply with current regulations, as leaking fumes can be
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fatal. It is also very important that the gas supply system and all appliances are
regularly serviced and it should be confirmed when this was last carried out. Please
also see Section 10. If no satisfactory service history is available, then we would
recommend that a Gas Safe registered installer should be employed to check and
service all fittings and appliances prior to exchange of contracts. You should also
note that it is now against the law for anyone other than a Gas Safe registered
installer to undertake any installation or alteration work.

7.3

Plumbing and Cold Water

Mains water is supplied to the property. The stop cock was not located and you
should ask the vendor to confirm its location.
Since the incoming water main is of course run below ground, we are not able to
confirm its material, nor make any comment regarding its route or condition, nor
whether it has been laid correctly to avoid damage or frost.
In this particular property there is no cold water storage tank and all the cold taps are
taken directly off the mains service. Although a very common method of piping, you
need to accept that water pressure can be adversely affected if two or more taps are
turned on at the same time, and in the event of a mains water failure you will be
without a cold water supply.
We noted an external tap to the rear. The connecting pipe has not been insulated
and this could increase the risk of winter freezing. We recommend the pipe is
insulated soon after occupation.

7.4

Heating and Hot Water

Gas fired central heating is provided. The boiler is situated in the utility room with
period style cast iron radiators, heated towel rails in the bathrooms and under floor
heating to the lower ground floor. The programmer is located in the airing cupboard.
We were unable to confirm the output of the boiler and we would stress that no
calculations were made to verify its adequacy. Furthermore, no calculations were
made to verify whether the boiler is properly ventilated, or whether the radiators are
suitably sized for their locations.
The boiler is a Valliant model and appears to be a comparatively modern unit and
provided it has a full record of annual servicing, it ought to be able to give further
service. It is essential that your legal adviser checks with your vendor's legal advisers
that the boiler has been subject to regular servicing and that all paperwork is in place.
Most modern boilers are designed to give between some 10 to 15 years of effective
service. If this information is not available, the heating system should be tested by a
qualified engineer prior to purchase.
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Boiler
Hot water is provided by a pressurised ‘Megaflo’ system, the tank which is an
unvented hot water storage tank is situated in the airing cupboard on the first floor
landing. No significant defects noted, but again you must appreciate the system
was not tested.
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Hot water cylinder
As indicated previously, there are solar panels on the southwest facing roof slope,
which provides a back-up heating source. The property also appears to have a heat
exchange unit which utilises warm air. In addition two air conditioning units were
noted. These fittings were not tested or seen in use and require specialists to service
and maintain them. You should ask your legal adviser to obtain details of any
previous servicing, in the absence of this information we recommend these fittings
are tested prior to purchase.

7.5

Sanitary Fittings

Second Floor Bathroom
The bathroom to the second floor has been fitted with a modern white suite
comprising a wall mounted WC, a wash hand basin with a mixer tap, a bath with a
mixer tap and a hand held shower attachment, and a mixer shower within a corner
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tiled cubicle with glazed doors. The fittings all appear in serviceable condition,
although you must appreciate they were not fully tested and the connections are
concealed. Amongst our observations, we noted a section of the panel for the WC
flush is missing and that the pillar tap adjacent to the bath is loose. These fittings
should be repaired/refixed to prevent further damage.

Second floor bathroom
En-Suite Shower Room to Front Bedroom (First Floor)
This shower room has been fitted with a modern white suite comprising a wall
mounted WC, a wash hand basin with a pillar mixer tap and a mixer shower within a
tiled cubicle with a glazed screen. The fittings appear in serviceable condition but you
must appreciate that they were not tested and the connections are concealed.
Please note, items stored around the WC and shower prevented our ability to test
these fittings.
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En-suite shower room

First Floor Bathroom
The bathroom to the first floor to the rear has been fitted with modern white fittings
comprising a wall mounted WC, a wash hand basin with pillar taps, a bath with mixer
taps and a hand held shower attachment, and a mixer shower within a tiled cubicle
with a glazed door. We understand there is currently a problem with the bath and
that one of the connecting pipes currently leaks. We have been advised that this
defect is being attended to, but you should obtain confirmation from your legal
adviser together with any guarantees for the work. The fittings themselves appear in
generally serviceable condition, although again you must appreciate they were not
fully tested and the connections are concealed.
Amongst our observations, we noted a small leak to the shower attachment which
should be repaired to prevent further leaks. We also noted that the mastic around
shower tray it is split in places. We recommend new mastic is fitted around the
shower tray to reduce the risk of leakages around the tray in the future.
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First floor bathroom
Ground Floor Cloakroom
The ground floor cloakroom has been fitted with a wall mounted WC and wash hand
basin with pillar taps. The fittings appear in serviceable condition although you must
appreciate the connections are concealed.

Ground floor cloakroom
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Lower Ground Floor Cloakroom
This room has been fitted with modern white fittings comprising a WC and wall
mounted basin with mixer taps. No defects were noted.

Lower ground floor cloakroom

7.6

Drainage

The property connects to the mains drainage system. We noted one inspection
chamber within the rear garden however the cover was well bedded down and too
large to lift. As the drainage pipework beneath this building was neither inspected,
nor tested, we recommend that, should further assurances be required, you instruct a
drainage contractor, prior to exchange of contracts, to carry out a full range of tests,
including CCTV scanning, to all drainage pipework beneath and in the vicinity of this
building, in order to ascertain whether or not any further investigations or remedial
works should now be carried out, and all recommendations in this respect should be
followed up in full.
We suspect the drains are shared with the adjoining property and you should ask
your legal adviser to confirm maintenance liabilities.
The soil and vent pipe serving the bathrooms to the rear is boxed in and hidden from
view. The soil pipe serving the bathroom to the front is also boxed in and hidden from
view, although the vent section can be seen protruding through the roof slope
towards the front.
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7.7

Other

We noted smoke detectors to the stairwell, although the one on the top floor landing
has been dismantled at the time of inspection. It is important to ensure that all smoke
alarms are in working condition and regularly tested.
The door has a video entry phone system, which was in working condition at the time
of inspection.
The property is fitted with burglar alarm system. This installation has not been seen
in use. We can give no assurances as to its satisfactory performance and if you
require further help or advice in this respect, then specialists should be instructed to
attend at the property and advise accordingly. Appropriate service contracts should
be entered into.

8.

THE SITE

8.1

Garage and Outbuildings

The property does not have a garage.
There is a small storage area beneath the main entrance steps. This area was locked
at the time of inspection and we were therefore unable to gain access to inspect it.
These storage areas are commonly affected by dampness and should therefore only
be used to store non-perishable goods.

8.2

Gardens and Boundaries

Rear Garden
The rear garden appears to have been fairly well planned and maintained comprising
an area of timber decking, a paved area and a lawn. Boundaries appear well defined
although there is a section missing to the right hand side and a footpath to a rear
gate within the rear boundary of the adjoining house. You should ask about rights of
access in respect of this rear gate.
There is a brick boundary wall to the left hand side which is clearly of some age. It is
leaning slightly although we noted no significant cracking at the time of inspection. It
is showing signs of weathering and localised areas of vegetation growth are
weakening the structure, particularly at high level. We recommend the ivy and
vegetation growth is cut back and the wall is repaired.
The boundary wall to the rear is clearly newer and it was likely built when the
property was refurbished six years ago. It is in good condition. Elsewhere the timber
fences generally appeared to be in a satisfactory condition where visible.
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As indicated previously, there are mature trees in the garden of the adjoining house,
which are within possible influencing distance of the property. These trees will require
regular maintenance to restrict their height and future root growth.

Rear garden
Front Garden
The front garden comprises a concrete path which has been tiled, with concrete
steps up to the main entrance and concrete steps down to the lower ground floor.
Brick retaining walls provide a light well to the lower ground floor dining area. There
is a small area of lawn with planting along the front boundary.
The paved area generally appears to be in satisfactory condition, although again
typical wear and tear and weathering has occurred, particularly to the steps up to the
main entrance. The concrete steps down to the lower ground floor also appear in
serviceable condition. The concrete base to the lightwell is generally satisfactory,
although surface unevenness was noted and this will increase the risk of localised
ponding and puddles. A yard gulley has been fitted but it was partly obscured with
foliage and debris and this will increase the risk of localised blockages, which in turn
can cause flooding and damp penetration. It will be important to ensure that this
gulley is kept clear to allow a free flow of surface rainwater.
The brick retaining walls generally appear to be in a satisfactory structural condition,
although we noted that weep holes have not been provided. This does not appear to
be causing problems at the present time but could increase the risk of ground
pressure which in turn could cause localised movement of the wall. A rendered finish
has been applied to some of the retaining walls and again where visible, the render
appears to be in a generally satisfactory condition.
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The walls built to either side of the main entrance steps are of brick construction,
again with a rendered finish and concrete coping stones along the top edge with
metal railings above. These walls appear in a satisfactory structural condition.
Boundaries appear well defined with a low brick wall and metal railings to the left
hand side and along the front. Again no significant defects were noted but the
railings will require regular redecoration to help prolong their life.

9.

ENVIRONMENTAL MATTERS

We are not aware of the contents of any environmental audit or other environmental
investigation or soil survey which may have been carried out on the property and
which may draw attention to any contamination or the possibility of any such
contamination. In undertaking our work, we have assumed that no contaminative or
potentially contaminative uses have ever been carried out on the property. We have
not carried out any investigation into past or present uses of either the property or
any neighbouring land to establish whether there is any potential contamination from
these uses or sites to the subject property and have therefore assumed that none
exists. Should it however be established subsequently that contamination exists at
the property or on any neighbouring land or that the premises have been or are being
put to a contaminative use, this might reduce the values now reported.

10.

MATTERS FOR YOUR LEGAL ADVISER

10.1 Planning and Building Regulations
No specific searches have been made and we are unaware of any town planning
proposals, redevelopment schemes, statutory, mining or environmental matters likely
to affect the property adversely. It is however essential that your legal adviser makes
the usual written pre-contract enquiries of the appropriate authorities.
The property is situated adjacent to a large NHS building which is currently vacant.
We understand that the site is to be redeveloped but have seen no details. You
should ask your legal adviser to make enquiries to establish the extent and timing of
any proposed works.
As this property has been subject to alteration work, it is essential that a check is
made to ensure that all appropriate approvals have been sought and issued, and that
completion certificates for the work have been raised. If any shortcomings in the
paperwork are traced, we will be pleased to comment further.
We understand that this building is in a Conservation Area. This imposes certain
restrictions and your legal adviser should advise further.
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10.2 Roads
We are assuming that the frontage road is made up and adopted, and that no
maintenance costs can be claimed from you as a homeowner.
We have no knowledge of any road improvements or major road proposals likely to
affect the property adversely. Again, no specific searches have been made and it is
essential that your legal adviser makes written pre-contract enquiries of the Highway
Authority.

10.3 Guarantees and any Other Matters
Your legal adviser should ensure that the benefit of any outstanding guarantees, for
example for the double glazing, and any previous timber or damp treatment, are
assigned to you upon completion of the purchase.
Your legal adviser should carry out the normal checks to ensure retention of any
rights or guarantees which should be reserved for you and clarify any liability which
you may have to others in respect of:
1.

The rights for you to enter onto adjacent property to maintain any structure
situated near or on the boundaries and any similar rights your neighbour may
have to enter upon your property.

2.

The ownership of perimeter boundary walls and fences.

3.

The existence of adequate wayleaves and easements to serve the services of
the property.

4.

Usual enquiries regarding drainage particularly any responsibility for the
maintenance or upkeep of any jointly used parts of the system.

5.

Details of the refurbishment works carried out six years ago and any
guarantees available for the works.

We have no knowledge of any onerous or restrictive covenants affecting the
property, but your Legal Adviser should make the usual written pre-contract
enquiries.
Access will be required onto next door’s land for maintenance purposes, in addition
there appears to be a footpath across the adjacent garden to a rear access. Your
Legal Adviser should verify.
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11.

SUMMARY & REPAIRS

Summary
The property comprises a fairly well presented four storey end terraced house,
originally built in around 1850 but fully refurbished and upgraded six years ago. We
have recommended various items for repair and maintenance, these repairs are
typical for a property of this age and type.
Repairs
We have set out in this Report details of various defects, some of which can be dealt
with during the course of normal maintenance, but others requiring immediate
attention are as follows:1.

Clear out all gutters including central valley gutter to the main roof and the
parapet gutter to roof over back addition.

2.

Repoint chimney stacks and provide vented caps.

3.

Arrange to have the electrics tested.

4.

Arrange to have the gas installation and central heating installation tested by a
qualified engineer.

5.

Arrange for a drains test.

6.

Obtain confirmation that the bath to the first floor bathroom has been repaired.

7.

Obtain confirmation that the flat roof over the front bay has been repaired.

It is essential that competitive estimates are obtained in respect of all repairs listed in
this Report and remedial work revealed by further investigations, before exchange of
contracts, so that you are fully aware of your liability before proceeding. Your
attention has been drawn to matters which require further investigation and you must
accept risk for any areas which are not investigated as recommended.
It should be borne in mind that when the structure is opened up for repairs, additional
defects may be found and furthermore, as previously mentioned, no liability can be
accepted for any deterioration in the property’s condition after this date.
This report must, however be read as a whole and although we have stressed certain
items which we consider to be essential repairs, other items mentioned in the report
must not be ignored.
We must advise you, however, that should you decide to exchange contracts without
obtaining estimates and without waiting for responses from your legal advisers with
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regard to matters raised in this Report, you have to accept the risk of adverse matters
that may come to light and result in a need for expenditure.
There may also be other matters of a personal choice which will involve expenditure
in the future and these should be borne in mind as you consider whether or not to
buy this property.

12.

MARKET VALUATION

The market Value of the property is £1,500,000 (One million, five hundred thousand
pounds). We recommend that competitive estimates are obtained for the various
repairs reported. This is to ensure that you are fully aware of your liabilities before
proceeding. It may be possible to use this information to negotiate a reduction in the
agreed purchase price. The date of inspection is the date of the valuation.
Market Value is defined as follows:
The estimated amount for which an asset or liability should exchange on the
valuation date between a willing buyer and a willing seller in an arm’s length
transaction after proper marketing and where the parties had each acted
knowledgeably, prudently and without compulsion.
13.

INSURANCE COVER / REINSTATEMENT COST

We estimate that the current costs of reinstating the property in its present form is:
£600,000 (Six hundred thousand pounds).
This is in accordance with the AIB/BCIS House Rebuilding Index. The external floor
area of the property is approximately 305 sq.m. This floor area does not include
outbuildings unless they are integral.

14.

LIMITATIONS

We would advise you that this report is made and is deemed to be accepted on the
understanding it is based on the following assumptions:We inspected the property whilst it was unoccupied but part furnished and with floors
fully covered, and no searches have been made for hidden defects except where
specifically stated.
We remind you that we have not inspected parts of the property which were covered,
unexposed or inaccessible, or which could not be inspected without removing carpets
or fittings. We are unable to report that such parts are free from rot or beetle
infestation and we would add that the absence of flight holes to accessible timbers
does not necessarily mean that there is no infestation as beetles could be present
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within. We can therefore accept no responsibility for any defects that were hidden at
the time of our inspection.
Unless otherwise expressly stated in the report we assume that no deleterious or
hazardous materials or techniques have been used in the construction of the
property. Asbestos has historically been commonly used in buildings as it has a
number of valuable properties and only presents a health hazard in situations where
it has been damaged and fibres become airborne and are inhaled. The cost of
removal of asbestos from properties can be extremely expensive. From our
superficial examination the use of asbestos was not immediately apparent, although
obviously we cannot comment on covered, unexposed or inaccessible areas and are
therefore unable to confirm as to whether asbestos has been used somewhere in the
property. If you require more information or a more detailed investigation then we
would recommend you contact the Environmental Health Officer at the Local
Authority.
Liability for opinions expressed in this report are restricted to you as the instructing
client and are not extended to any third party who may become acquainted with its
contents without our prior knowledge or consent, copyright observed.
Our final comment in this Report is to perhaps confirm the obvious by saying that this
property was built before current Building Regulations came into force. As a
consequence, the property does not and cannot comply with all modern standards or
expectations and you can but accept the situation. Where significant disabilities exist,
they have been mentioned in our Report. It is also fair to confirm to you that
regulations are not retrospective and you cannot be required to make changes to the
property just because it does not meet current design and detail criteria, unless the
breach or detail is likely to cause danger or be construed as a Health and Safety
issue, in which event we will have commented as appropriate.

JANE JAMES, BSC (HONS) MRICS
LONDON’S SURVEYORS & VALUERS LIMITED
17 Hanover Square, Mayfair, London W1S 1BN
Tel: 020 7491 7178
www.londonssurveyors.london
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